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Visual Mapping

https://www.data-to-viz.com/

What kind of data do you have?

Which techniques available? 

data vs visualization technique 
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https://www.data-to-viz.com/
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Heatmaps can also be used for time series where there is a regular pattern in time



RadViz

https://orange.biolab.si/widget-catalog/visualize/radviz/
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https://orange.biolab.si/widget-catalog/visualize/radviz/


RadViz

https://bl.ocks.org/biovisualize/a91f514aaf57eabf8e36
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Source: C.D.G. Reis, Seecology: Data Visualization Framework for Soundscape Ecology Applications.  
Tese de doutorado, ICMC-USP 2020. 
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http://www.biovisualize.com/2016/03/radviz.html
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RadViz



Figure 3. The image of the four-dimensional Iris dataset in the radial visualization RadViz. 

Source: Daniels et al. Properties of normalized radial visualizations. Information Visualization 11(4) 273–300.
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Figure 5. Reordering of 14 d data in RadViz: the arrangement of dimensional anchors on the left produces 
overlapping clusters for 100 data records with two inherent clusters, whereas the reordering on the right 
separates the two clusters. D9 is the dimension being used to color the records to provide clear cluster 
separation.

Source: Daniels et al. Properties of normalized radial visualizations. Information Visualization 11(4) 273–300.
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Figure 6. Reordering of 50d Bremer pediatric brain tumor data … in RadViz: the original arrangement of dimensional 
anchors (top left) produces overlapping clusters for 92 data records with five inherent clusters. The top-right figure uses 
a class discrimination heuristic for ordering the dimensions, resulting in some improvement in cluster separation. The 
bottom figure employs a nearest neighbor heuristic and achieves even better separation.

Source: Daniels et al. Properties of normalized radial visualizations. Information Visualization 11(4) 273–300. 13
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Source: A. O. Artero. Exploração Visual de Grandes Conjuntos de Dados 

Multidimensionais.Tese de doutorado, ICMC-USP 2005. 
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Parallel Coordinates

overplotting



Source: A. O. Artero. Exploração Visual de Grandes Conjuntos de Dados Multidimensionais. Tese de 
doutorado, ICMC-USP 2005. 
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Fig. 3. Dimension reordering of Cars dataset in parallel coordinates. (a) Measurement with NCC and 
(b) measurement with PCC. Source: Lu et al. 2016, Two axes re-ordering methods in parallel coordinates 
plots. Journal of Visual Languages and Computing 17
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Visualization techniques: critical issues

too many attributes (SPLOMs, Parallel coordinates, RadViz, …)

too many instances - overplotting

too many instances + too many attributes (overplotting, confusion, interactivity)

order of axes (Parallel coordinates, RadViz, …)
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Visualization techniques

point-based vs line-based vs. area based vs density-based

instance-based vs attribute-based

e.g., multidimensional projection vs parallel coordinates or radviz
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Use of color

What to consider when choosing colors for 
data visualization

https://blog.datawrapper.de/colors/
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Use of color

Color in Data Visualization: Less How, More 
Why

https://towardsdatascience.com/color-in-data-visualization-less-how-more-why-34
8514a3c4d8
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Use of color

Reuse good color schemes 

colorBrewer: https://colorbrewer2.org/

Carto: https://carto.com/carto-colors/
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https://colorbrewer2.org/

